Simulations of field equations in science and engineering require tessellation of space. In the parlance of computational mechanics, this is called mesh generation or grid generation. It refers to the creation of discrete points and their connectivity (neighbourhood information) so as to input the geometry of the domain to the simulation codes. Different methods require different kinds of neighbourhood information. If a simulation method accepts triangulated surface patches in two dimensions and tetrahedra in three dimensions a great amount of automation is possible. But if a method demands a set of curvilinear coordinates typified by a two or three-dimensional array of points, a lot of human interaction is needed. This interaction happens to be mostly in the creation of sub-domains called blocks, in which these points are generated. The present paper proposes to make the blocks with a view to minimise user interaction.
Introduction to grid generation
It has been clearly brought out in many forums that discretisation of computational domain, popularly called grid generation, is a major bottle neck in the growth and progress of computer simulation of many scientific and engineering problems. Typically a grid generation takes off with a CAD file that describes the geometry of the object being analysed and produces a set of points and their neighbourhood information as the output. The simulation code understands the geometry of the object only through these points. Till very recently, the generation of grids was considered as a batch-oriented job and objects with only simple geometry were analysed. Now investigators are confident in analysing difficult problems involving complex geometry, such as simulation of air flow around a complete aerospace vehicle, provided grid generation difficulties are surmounted. Here, the emphasis has now moved to the integration of grid generation algorithms with the CAD tools for efficient exchange of data with the solver. The batch-oriented approach is being completely replaced by interactive sessions and powerful graphical user interfaces. In fact, Thompson [1] has pointed out that ''the major driving factors in comprehensive grid codes must be automation and the graphical interaction''.
Grid generation, often called discretisation, is an interface between domain representation and analysis algorithms. The analysis algorithms require discretisation of physical laws (i.e. the governing equations) in to so called ''finite difference equations'' or ''finite element equations''. The unknowns in these equations are the field variables being analysed. In most of the algorithms, the field data being sought is discrete, that is, it is either averaged over a small cell, called an element, or is sampled at a point called a mesh point or a grid point in the field. The generation of the cells and the grid points is what constitutes grid or mesh generation. The process needs automation for the simple reason that millions of cells and mesh points are required to be generated, if the analysis is of some value in real life.
Structured grids
Finite difference method (FDM), a very popular scheme in the scientific and engineering analysis, requires a set of curvilinear axes which coincide with the boundary of the domain. Often this kind of coordinate system is called a body fitted coordinate system ( , ). The domain and the governing equations in this method is formulated so that the boundary of the domain turns out to be coordinate axes. This necessitates a kind of grid, called structured grid, in their algorithms; see Fig. 1 . In this figure the two ''C'' shaped curve boundaries are "0 and "1 axes. The straight line boundaries are "0 and "1 axes. As a consequence, in one-, two-and three-dimensional problems grid points are stored in one-, two-and three-dimensional array, respectively.
In Fig. 1 the discrete value of x and y positions of points are stored in two separate two-dimensional arrays. The first row, i.e. "0 and the last row, i.e. "1, give the coordinates of the points along axes. Similarly the first and the last column gives (x, y) points lying on the axes. If the problem is three-dimensional, the boundary of the domain (now a curved surface) is a coordinate surface. In this type of grid, the neighbourhood of mesh points and the interconnectivity of cell to cell boundaries and mesh points is implicitly stored in the form of indices of the arrays. For example, an (i, j)th two-dimensional cell will have (i, j), (i#1, j), (i, j#1), and (i#1, j#1) as mesh points. The numerical evaluation of partial derivatives in the governing laws thus turns out to be easy.
Topology requirements of structured grid
The discretisation of a three-dimensional space curve produces one-dimensional structured grid. It is clear from the above, that the two end points become the boundary of the domain. These points will have a single neighbouring grid point and they contribute to a single cell each. The grid points in the interior have exactly two neighbour grid points. These points contribute to two cells each. Discretisation of a two-dimensional Euclidean space or a three-dimensional surface can lead to a structured grid provided the domain is bounded by four boundary curves. The opposite curves must represent curvilinear axes of the same family. The number of grid points on opposite curves (i.e. curves belonging to the same family) must get discretised in to equal number of grid points. 3-dimensional structured grid generation forces similar constraints. Here one requires six faces, 12 edges and 8 vertices. A pair of opposite faces here must represent the same coordinate surface with a distinct coordinate value. A set of 4 edges represent curvilinear coordinate axes on which exactly one coordinate changes. The above two-and threedimensional topologies must be available, irrespective of the geometry of the problem. If this topology is absent, structured grids cannot be made. Naturally, identifying (i) topology with 4 edges, 4 vertices in two-dimensional problems and (ii) topology with 6 faces, 12 edges, 8 vertices in three dimensions precludes the generation of three-dimensional structured grids. This topology of the domains is called here as rectangular topology.
A three-dimensional object may not have the above topology. For a spherical object, these topological entities do not exist naturally. For some other objects, an apparent topology is completely different than what is required; e.g. in a tetrahedron, where there are apparently, 4 faces, 6 edges and 4 vertices. The question is ''Is it possible to generate structured grids in these objects?'' The answer lies in assigning a rectangular topology to what is called an apparent topology. This process is called block making or topology generation. The present paper explains how to generate this topology for a complex object with minimal possible efforts.
Multi-block grid generation
In principle, it should be possible to impose the above topology for any object. But, in practice such an effort does not produce an acceptable structured grid. An acceptable grid is the one that gives good and accurate numerical values for the partial derivatives involved in the governing equations. The grid points must be close to each other when the partial derivatives are large in magnitude. The neighbouring points of a grid point must get evenly distributed in all the directions.
One method [2] that is being universally adopted to produce structured grids of acceptable quality is to divide a given domain in to sub-domains. Each sub-domain is referred as a block. In fact, for other variety of reasons, it helps to divide a given domain in to many sub-domains. For example, sub-domains can be helpful in parallel implementation of analysis algorithms, specifications of attributes of material properties (if the object has more than one kind of material), and ease of post-processing the engineering data after simulation is over. The sub-domains called are patched blocks when their union produces the original given domain and no region is common to any two or more sub-domains. Since structured grid generation requires identification of 6 faces, 12 edges and 8 vertices, the sub-domains must have this topology. But it is essential that a face in threedimensions is shared by not more than two blocks for simplicity of data structures and ease of coding the simulation algorithms. Further the curvilinear axes along the edges must be continuous across the faces. In the present work, block making wherein each face is shared by precisely two blocks is addressed. A complete procedure should address the problem of creating block topology, assigning or mapping geometric entities to faces, edges and vertices and lastly descretising individual blocks to make structured grids in them. The emphasis in this paper is only on generating topology.
What constitutes a topology?
In two dimensions, there are three entities; namely vertices (V), edges (E) and blocks (B). By a multi-block topology we mean the following relations: Block based relations, i.e. (i) B-B relation gives neighbouring blocks of a block, these cannot be more than four in number; (ii) B-E relation tells which edges make the given block; and finally (iii) B-V relation provides the information about the vertices that make the given block. Exactly on similar lines there will be edge based relations, namely E-B, E-E and E-V as well as vertex based relations V-B, V-E and V-V relations. These 9 relations give the complete topological information of the blocks that constitute the domain.
In three-dimensions, there are four entities; namely vertices (V), edges (E), faces (F) and Blocks (B). These entities require 16 relations that constitute a multi-block topology. Of course, it is not essential, to store all the 9 relations (in two dimensions) or 16 relations (in three-dimensions). It may suffice to store a reasonable number of these relations and extract all other relations from the stored relations. Ref. [3] suggests that a data structure in which only 6 relations are stored and the remaining 10 can be retrieved consistently and speedily. This data structure called the symmetric data structure stores B-F and F-B, F-E and E-F, E-V and V-E relations.
Block generation schemes
A trivial method of manually inputting these relations clearly is out of question. This will be very tedious and has been discarded even for objects with relatively simple geometry. A semi-automatic method in Ref. [4] also turns out be too cumbersome and unsuitable for relatively complex shapes such as an aircraft.
The method [4] proposes to build artifacts part by part. It looks at a component of the artifact that can be modelled by a rectangular topology and assigns the topology to that component. Then it concatenates a component of the object close to the first component also modeled by the rectangular topology. The process continues till all the components are modeled and a complex ''molecule'' of many blocks each with rectangular topology is generated. Thus the method involves, selecting a block from number of blocks, selecting a face of this block which is not shared by any of its existing neighbouring blocks, followed by creating an additional block that shares the selected face. The major limitations of this methodology, when used with complex geometry becomes immediately apparent. Firstly, the block making is slow and tedious. At a time one single block gets generated. Secondly, all the blocks are at the same hierarchical level and therefore it becomes very difficult to incorporate levels of details in extracting intricacies in the geometry.
The method of block making proposed in this paper is somewhat similar to what is proposed in Refs. [5, 6] . The method described in Ref. [5] is developed for two-dimensional domains and curved surfaces only. It can be described in terms of a set of operations carried out on an existing block or a set of blocks. Each set allows some operations: viz. creation, deletion, modification of topological relations. Some operations overcome the structured grid constraint of having equal number of grid points on the opposite edges by allowing further subdivision of blocks.
The method starts with a single two-dimensional block. If another block is forced to exist inside this very block, the original block must be split to 9 blocks (including the block responsible for the split) to accommodate rectangular topology of individual blocks and requirement that a partial sharing of edge is not permitted; see Fig. 2 . These blocks may be called as sub-blocks. A given block can also be split with more than one block. The number of sub-blocks, then depends upon the alignment of splitting blocks in topological space. Their number can be as large as 25, but less number of sub-blocks are possible if the sub-blocks are aligned; see Fig. 3 . If the splitting blocks, themselves are not going to be a part of the domain, the sub-blocks that form the domain will be less in number. The block making scheme in Ref. [5] , also suggested altering the topology of generated sub-blocks by collapsing a block that separates two sub-blocks. Topology given in Fig. 3 is altered as shown in Fig. 4 by deleting a sub-block in the corner and forcing the neighbouring blocks to share a common edge. Fig. 2 . Sub-blocks generated by inserting a block within a block in two dimensional domain. Fig. 3 . Sub-blocks get generated when two blocks are inserted in a given block. Fig. 3 . Sub-blocks get generated when two blocks are inserted in a given block.
Proposed 3D block making scheme
As discussed above, block making or building the complete topology of an artifact can be done in two ways: (i) block making by pasting and (ii) block making by splitting.
Block making by splitting
The proposed method consists of both the above methods. It allows splitting of a block to produce sub-blocks and also appending of a new block to the existing set of blocks. Only splitting method will be discussed. The pasting method is identical to the one described in Ref. [4] . In the proposed method a block is split by inserting a block, a face, an edge or a vertex inside a given block. The operation is similar to 2D/surface automatic block generation [5] , except that only one entity can be inserted in 3D block making compared to many entities that could be used in the 2D/surface automatic block generation. But in the proposed method a sub-block can be split to any level; whereas method in Ref. [5] allowed only two levels of split. There is great variety in which a block can be split. The resulting blocks including the one used for splitting are the ''children'' of the block which was used for splitting. Thus there can be hierarchy of blocks. This built in hierarchy of blocks is a great asset in creating, editing, archiving and displaying the complex world.
Splitting a given block can be classified in four groups. They are (i) block based (ii) face based (iii) edge based and (iv) vertex based.
(i) Block based operations. In a block based method of splitting, a sub-block is forced in the interior of a given block. This may be termed as Block-in-block operation (BB operation). If each block (or a sub-block) has to have a rectangular topology and if a face or an edge is to be shared fully by neighbouring blocks, then the given block will be split in to 27 blocks; see But the above arrangements of the sub-blocks is a trivial one. It may not be of much use, because the splitting of a face or an edge will also force the splitting of neighbouring blocks. A split where only the block gets split but faces and edges do not get is also possible. Figs. 6-8 show the possible arrangements. In the case illustrated by Fig. 6, 15 blocks get generated, all faces and 4 edges get split. There are obviously three orientations in which a block can be split. The case of splitting displayed in Fig. 7 produces 11 sub-blocks; 5 faces and all edges get split. A case wherein neither a face or an edge is split is shown in Fig. 8 . A block can be split differently, if a splitting block is placed on a face it forces the split of that face (BF operation). This gives rise to three types of topologies. All of them are shown in Figs. 9-11. Fig. 9 is similar to Fig. 5 except that number of blocks are 18, and some face are split to produce 9 sub-faces where as some are giving 6 sub-faces. Similarly, the edges are either split in to three or two sub-edges depending upon their position with respect to the block used for splitting. Two variations are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Topology shown in Fig. 10 is very similar to the one shown in Fig. 6 . Topology in Fig. 11 has only one face and four edges split in to sub-faces and sub-edges, respectively. A different set of topologies get generated if splitting block is positioned on an edge (BE operation). The resulting combinations are shown in Figs. 12-14. They are three in number. Topologies given in Figs. 13 and 14 are interesting. They give 8 and 5 sub-blocks, respectively. In the first case four edges remain intact but all faces get sub-divided; in the second case only two faces one edge gets sub-divided. The last two cases (BV operation) where a vertex can be used for splitting a given domain, are given in Figs. 15 and 16. The case displayed in Fig. 16 is interesting, it shows that 3 faces and 3 edges get sub-divided to produce 4 sub-blocks.
(ii) Face based operations. Face can be also used to produce desired topology from a rectangular topology. To start with a face can be inserted in the given block (FB operation). This produces topologies similar to what a block generates (i.e. BF operation) when it is put on a face of a given domain. A sub-face can be forced to exist on a given face to give FF operation. This will result in sub-division of that face and consequently the sub division of the block. A topology similar to that shown in are identical to block located on the edge (BE operations) and face resting on the edge (FE operations), respectively for the splitting of the block. The use of edge when placed on edge (EE operation) for the purpose of splitting blocks is required to be seen. The results of this operation is given in Figs. 23 and 24 . It is clear that edge on an edge should produce 3 blocks only. There can be no other variation. Similarly EV operation produces only one type of block split, namely the one in which only 4 out of 12 edges are split. All vertex based operations, namely (VB operation, VF operation, VE operation) are identical to (BV operation, FV operation and EV operation), respectively.
Thus it can be seen that it is possible to produce a large number of blocks with a great variety of topology merely by splitting a given block with combinations of the above operations.
Organisation of the topology in the grid generator
The symmetric data structure just gives us the connectivity information, but does not tell how the vertices, edges, faces and the blocks are stored globally. So there is a basic database which holds all the entities. It contains various lists for storing different entities. Topological information is embedded in the relations between blocks, faces, edges, vertices and the hierarchical information is stored in the relation between blocks and sub-blocks, faces and sub-faces, etc., in the form of a child-parent relationship.
Each entity in our world has three parts. E Geometric part: which define the geometry of that particular entity. E ¹opological part: which describes the connectivity of that entity. E Grid part: which stores the details of gridding those entities. Not all entities have all the parts. Vertices do not have any grid information. The three parts make the definition of an entity complete. All entities are stored in its corresponding lists viz. BlockList, FaceList, EdgeList, VertexList, SubblockList, SubfaceList, SubedgeList. The detailed structure is described in Fig. 25 , which we are implementing as a dynamically relocatable array for fast querying and indexing operations.
Traversing the database
Traversing the data structure is the method of accessing data stored in the database. The information required to go from vertex to a edge or edge to a face or face to a block or vice versa is stored as the topological part in the basic entities.
The blocks are stored in the BlockList sequentially. Hence once the block is known, all the details can be found simply from the structure of the block. As described above the structure of the block contains the number of faces and subblocks which make the block and the individual elements. From one block one can go to the neighbouring blocks depending upon the common face between the two blocks or one can go to child blocks. Each instance of the face has a next block entry which points to neighbouring block of the block of which the face is a member.
Similarly from a given face or an edge or a vertex, one can find out the all information related to topology. The advantage of this data structure is that the memory requirements for storing all the relevant information is greatly reduced by storing the data in some sort of structured format rather than keeping all the information at all the places. Also the form of retrieval of information will be only during the interactive session when the user wants to query about the connectivity and visualize the details or edit particular block.
Tags
Tag database contains the Tag name of particular set of sub-domains. Thus a tag will give an access to an artifact which otherwise is not easily retrievable from a topological relation. It can also be used for sorting parts of a domain. 12. Multi-block data structure A complete Multiblock Data Structure is given below: / ******************************************************************************************************** * * typedef struct -world + * Topology * topology; ** Data structure for Topology *********************************************** * Grid * grid; ** Data structure for Grid entities ****************************************** * Solver * solver; ** Data structure for solver part. * ,World; ******************************************************************************************************************************/ , ;
Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a method to generate complex multiblock topologies using elementary operations of pasting and splitting. We also have demonstrated the power of splitting as a tool for automatic block generation by defining 4 types of splitting operations with 21 different configurations. We have also emphasized the incorporation of hierarchy of blocks in our design to capture the abstractions of real world at different levels of detail. Finally, we have given a sketch of the data structures which exploit the underlying design for efficient and consistent operations on topology.
